T here has been a tremendous change in practice during the last 3 decades with regard to the need for preoperative diagnostic testing. When I was a resident in the 1980s, virtually all patients received a standard battery of tests including a 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG). It was not uncommon for healthy 20 year olds to have an ECG on the chart. Beginning in the 1980s and throughout much of the 1990s, the value of routine laboratory screening was questioned with respect to the utility of these routine tests, and in some cases whether testing in an inappropriate patient population could actually lead to increased harm. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] This led a Task Force of the American Society of Anesthesiologists to develop a Practice Advisory on Preanesthesia Evaluation, which incorporates the integration of patient history and surgical procedure in the decision to perform diagnostic testing. 7 With respect to the ECG, the Task Force recognized that age alone may not be an indication for an ECG, but reported an absence of studies to make a more conclusive recommendation. In this issue, van Klei and colleagues provide additional evidence with respect to the indication for obtaining a preoperative ECG and the interpretation of any new findings. 8 From a clinical standpoint, a key question is the need to obtain an ECG in any patient without documented or risk factors for coronary artery disease before noncardiac surgery. The current study attempts to address this by examining the additive value of ECG abnormalities beyond information obtained from clinical history for predicting perioperative myocardial infarction. They queried their large clinical databases from 2 institutions, which is a useful method to generate hypotheses by demonstrating an association between specific practices with outcomes. 9 The limitations of database analyses is that they are retrospective in nature and data collection on risk factors, processes, and outcomes may be incomplete. This is particularly true with this dataset in that the trigger to obtain tests to diagnose a perioperative myocardial infraction was dependent on signs and symptoms of cardiovascular complications as opposed to routine surveillance in all patients. Despite these limitations, the authors were able to determine that left and right bundle branch block were independently predictive of perioperative myocardial infraction. Importantly, this information from the preoperative ECG did not add predictive value over a history of ischemic heart disease and high-risk surgery. In interpreting data like this, the face validity of such conclusions is important. As described in the article, other authors have similarly shown the predictive value of preoperative ECG changes for cardiac events but did not specifically determine whether the information from the ECG added information beyond clinical history. However, Schein and colleagues were unable to demonstrate the utility of routine ECG before cataract surgery in a large scale randomized trial; however, the overall incidence of complications was extremely low. 10 If an ECG is obtained in a patient without documented or risk factors for coronary artery disease, then how might the information be used? Several recent randomized trials suggest that coronary revascularization before major noncardiac surgery is not indicated if appropriate perioperative medical therapy is employed, even in patients with interme-diate clinical risk. 11, 12 Coronary artery bypass grafting may only benefit patients with severe triple vessel disease, and even this finding has been questioned. [13] [14] [15] Therefore, the incidental findings of Q waves or bundle branch block on a perioperative ECG in an asymptomatic patient will rarely, if ever, lead to a decision to perform preoperative coronary revascularization, since surgery would not be indicated in an asymptomatic individual. However, medical therapy may be modified for patients with occult disease. The diagnosis of unrecognized coronary artery disease by ECG criteria may lead to the institution of perioperative beta blockade, although the evidence is conflicting regarding the benefit of acute administration of beta blockers in patients without active ischemia or a positive stress test. 16 In summary, the current study should be viewed as hypothesis-generating and unlike a randomized controlled trial cannot specifically address the question of whether elimination of preoperative ECGs in patients without known risk factors for coronary disease, regardless of age, would lead to an increase in adverse events. While we await such randomized controlled trials or natural history experiments, I believe that there continues to be some value in providing a baseline ECG in those patients over 60 years of age, although it does not have to be performed within the last 30 days. From an efficiency standpoint, the first observation of changes on an ECG may be at the time of induction of anesthesia, which may lead to a need to determine if these are old or acute changes. The availability of an old ECG may be of value in determining if it is appropriate to proceed. In the interim, a careful discussion should occur among the surgeons, anesthesiologists, and primary caregivers at a given hospital to define the best protocols and paradigms with respect to a preoperative ECG for their own institution.
